
Eta is an ETF-based market timing strategy optimized for personal and retirement accounts. 

Eta times the market to help clients enhance returns during strong market environments and 
reduce drawdowns during periods of market weakness.

Eta invests in set number of ETFs and manages exposure in an automated way. Every day, Eta’s 
institutional-grade AI system monitors and generates signals for nearly every stock in the US 
(more than 10,000 individual stocks). Based on the distribution of positive and negative signals, 
Eta generates a state for each ETF: risk-on and risk-off. Under risk-on conditions, Eta is fully 
exposed to that ETF. Under risk-off conditions, Eta holds cash instead. This process is repeated 
for each ETF in the portfolio.

The result of this strategy is a portfolio that has the potential to outperform the S&P 500 over the 
long-term.

alphaAI Capital Management LLC | info@alphaai.capital

Number of Positions Up to 9 ETFs

Max / Min Exposure 95% / 0%

Management Fee 1% per year

Monthly Returns: alphaAI Net vs S&P 500

Jan Feb Mar Apr May  Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec YTD

alphaAI -1.3% 5.4% 3.1% 0.6% 7.9%
SPX -3.6% 6.9% -0.8% 4.4% 6.7%
alphaAI -0.9% -2.9% 2.8% -5.1% -6.2%

SPX -5.3% -3.1% 3.6% -8.8% -13.3%

2021

2022

Start Date: Sep 13, 2021

End Date: Apr 29, 2022

alphaAI* S&P 500

Total Return 1.2% -7.5%

Annualized Return 2.0% -11.8%

Volatility 15.2% 18.5%

Sharpe Ratio 0.13 -0.64

Alpha 6.8% 0.0%

Beta 0.65 1.00

Correlation 0.63 1.00

*Net performance assumes 1% yearly management fee expense, taken monthly.

See important disclaimers on page 2 regarding performance metrics.
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Confidentiality. This document is confidential and may not be forwarded, copied or otherwise distributed without the prior written

consent of alphaAI Capital Management, LLC (“alphaAI”).

Not Investment Advice. You should not construe any of the information in this document as investment advice.

No Duty to Update. The statements herein are subject to change at any time in alphaAI’s sole discretion, and alphaAI is not obligated

to revise or update any statements herein for any reason or to notify you of any such change, revision or update. The discussions

regarding investment objectives, investment processes, limitations, typical portfolio construction, concentration or other portfolio limits

and other investment characteristics represent alphaAI’s current focus and intentions, are internal general guidelines only and are

subject to change at any time. Depending on conditions and trends in securities markets and the economy generally, alphaAI may

pursue any objective, employ any technique or purchase any type of security that it considers appropriate and in the best interest of

the Client.

Forward Looking Statements. This document contains forward-looking statements based on alphaAI’s expectations and projections

about its future investment methods and techniques. Those statements are sometimes indicated by words such as “targets,” “aims,”

“expects,” “will” and similar expressions. In addition, any statements that refer to expectations, projections or characterizations of

future events or circumstances, including any underlying assumptions, are forward-looking statements. Such statements are not

guarantees of future performance or approach and are subject to certain risks, uncertainties and assumptions that are difficult to

predict. Prospective investors are cautioned not to invest based on these forward-looking statements and projections. alphaAI’s

investment approach could differ materially, and an investor’s returns could differ materially and adversely, from those expressed or

implied in any forward-looking statements as a result of various factors.

Cautions Regarding Performance Information. The past performance illustrated in these slides is provided only to sophisticated

investors for information purposes only. alphaAI may not meet its investment objectives over the short or long terms. PAST

PERFORMANCE IS NO GUARANTEE OF FUTURE RESULTS, AND THE FUND MAY INCUR SUBSTANTIAL LOSSES.

Performance Disclaimers Returns. The performance results shown are the returns of a hypothetical client of alphaAI who invested at

its inception in Sep 2021, did not make any additional investments or withdrawals, and is charged in advance, a monthly management

fee of 0.25% per quarter of the investor’s capital account balance. In estimating these returns, management fees and expenses have

been deducted as if payable or allocable in each period in which returns are shown (that is monthly), rather than quarterly, annually or

periodically, respectively. The returns are estimated, unaudited, and may be subject to change following the alphaAI’s audits.

The performance of an investor that invested at any other time will differ. Future investments will be made under different economic

conditions and in different securities. The performance discussed herein reflects investment of limited funds for a limited period of

time and does not reflect alphaAI’s performance in different economic cycles. The information given herein is historic and should not

be taken as any indication of future performance.

Comparison to Indices. alphaAI compares performance to the index shown because investors often want to compare such

performance to a widely-used index that focuses on U.S. and international equities markets. Nevertheless, alphaAI believes that no

index provides a relevant comparison to the strategy it intends to pursue because the alphaAI may pursue other strategies that present

risks that are different than index’s risk. Due to these differences, alphaAI believes that no such index is directly comparable to its

expected portfolio. The index returns reflect the reinvestment of dividends and other earnings.

No Representation as to Accuracy of Information. Certain information contained herein has been provided by, or obtained from,

third party sources. While alphaAI believes that such sources are reliable, it cannot guarantee the accuracy of any such information and

does not represent that such information is accurate or complete.
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